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The principle focus of this thesis is the characterization of an on-chip methane
sensor based on a waveguide interferometer. It incorporates cryptophane-A
molecules in the waveguide cladding to enhance sensitivity and selectivity
towards methane.
First, the sensor was characterized for sensitivities to ambient conditions,
in particular its temperature and pressure sensitivity. The measurement
results show that a symmetric waveguide interferometer, with the same
material on both arms, is almost insensitive to uniform changes in
temperature and pressure. On the other hand, an asymmetric waveguide
interferometer, with different materials on the arms, is highly temperature
and pressure sensitive. However, numerical simulations revealed that a
symmetric device can be sensitive to asymmetric heating of the top surface.
Second, the methane sensitivity of the sensor was tested with both pure
polymer and polymer doped with cryptophane-A as the sensing medium.
Using pure polymer resulted in a moderate sensitivity to methane, which
linearly increased with pressure. While polymer doped with cryptophane-A
resulted in more than 50-fold enhancement in sensitivity. Furthermore, the
sensitivity was shown to be directly proportional to the concentration of
cryptophane-A and increasing with pressure. A detection limit of 5 ppm
was achieved, which is 1-2 orders of magnitude better than reported for
comparable small and low-cost methane sensors.
As a greenhouse gas, methane has a high global warming potential and its
atmospheric concentration has increased drastically over the past centuries.
Hence, the interest in measuring and mapping the methane sources and
atmospheric concentration has increased. The work in this thesis is paving
iv |
the way for a high sensitive methane sensor, but still low-cost and compact
enough to be mounted on drones and employed in poorly accessibly areas.
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Methane (CH4) has been studied for more than 200 years as an important
atmospheric compound [1]. Since the pre-industrial times the atmospheric
concentration of methane has increased by 250%, from 0.7 ppm to 1.8 ppm
[2], and is estimated to be responsible for 15% to 22% of the greenhouse
effect [3–5]. Combining this with the global warming potential of methane
over the next 100 years being 34 times greater than the potential of carbon
dioxide (CO2) [6], the interest of following the methane concentration and
emissions have increased in recent years. Aqueous environments, including
oceans, wetlands, permafrost and methane clathrates have the potential to
become major methane sources in a warmer climate [7]. Thus, quantifying
the atmospheric methane concentration and emission sources is essential
for the understanding of the global methane cycle [8]. The contributions
of the remote sources are not precisely known due to their locations and
lack of reliable measurements [9, 10]. Cheap and miniature sensors are
available for methane sensing, but these suffer from long-term drift, limited
sensitivity and cross-responsivity to other chemical species [11]. On the
other side is traditional high-end laboratory equipment, which have high
sensitivity (ppb level), can have high specificity to the chemical species and
long-term stability, but are large, slow and expensive [12, 13]. The task of
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quantifying the emissions from remote sources requires a low-cost, sensitive
methane sensor, but still sufficiently small and robust enough to be carried by
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and operate in extreme weather conditions.
One approach to this problem might be the use of on-chip interferometers.
On-chip interferometers are of small size and provide high sensitivity,
proportional to optical path-length and indirectly to a range of physical,
biological and chemical parameters. The use of interferometers have already
been successfully used in optical trapping [14] and sensing of pressure,
temperature, gases, DNA/RNA and other biological compounds [8, 15–
21]. The disadvantage of using interferometers are their high sensitivity
to ambient conditions and other parameters than the measurand. The
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) is the most studied interferometer for
evanescent field sensing [21, 22], with the advantage of using a reference
arm that can reduce unwanted sensitivities. Special designs to give a high
sensitivity that is independent of other parameters have been proven possible
[23, 24].
A way of increasing the sensitivity and selectivity of the interferometer
to a certain chemical species is the use of supra-molecular compounds
called cryptophanes [25]. Cryptophanes form host cavities that can
trap molecules of dimension fitting the cavity. The smallest of the
cryptophanes, cryptophane-A, exhibits a strong affinity towards methane
[26–28]. Hence, transparent films of Styrene-Acrylonitrile (SAN) can be
doped with cryptophane-A and used as a sensitive cladding layer for optical
refractive index sensors as the MZI [8, 19, 28–30]. On-chip sensors can also
be mass-produced to relatively low-cost and reference sensors can be fitted
on the same chip to reduce sensitivity to ambient conditions. In long term,
a chip can be fitted with multiple sensor, sensitive to different measurands.
The main goal of this thesis is to investigate the effect that temperature,
pressure and concentration of cryptophane-A, have on the sensitivity,
selectivity and time-response of the sensors.
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1.2 Interferometers
When two coherent light-waves overlap, interference occurs. This is because
the complex amplitude U of the resulting wave is equal to the sum of the
complex amplitudes of the superposed waves [31]:
U(r) = U1(r) + U2(r) (1.1)
with r = (x, y, z) being the wave coordinates. The optical intensity I of a
monochromatic wave is the absolute square of its complex amplitude:
I(r) = |U(r)|2 (1.2)
Interferometry, which interferometers are based upon, is a technique to
use interference to extract information from superimposed waves. The idea
is to combine two waves with the same frequency and create destructive
and constructive interference based on the phase difference between the
two waves. Interferometers are thus very sensitive to differences in path
length and refractive index changes. The most commonly used source
in interferometers are electromagnetic waves, usually light from a laser,
but interference happens for everything propagating as waves. Acoustic
interferometry and seismic interferometry is examples of interferometers
based on other sources than light.
1.3 Mach-Zehnder interferometer
The Mach-Zehnder interferometer is one of the most commonly used
interferometers. Figure 1.1 shows an outline for an on-chip MZI. The MZI
splits a guided wave into two paths, one usually works as a reference arm,
and the other as a sensing arm. After a certain distance, the sensing length,
the light from the arms is combined, creating interference. The complex
amplitudes for the two arms are given by:
Un(r) =
√
In exp [−jkz] exp [jϕn] (1.3)
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Figure 1.1: Outline of a waveguide Mach-Zehnder interferometer with one
sensing window.
where k is the wavenumber and the waves propagate in the z-direction.
Hence, using Equation 1.1 and Equation 1.2, the total optical intensity after
combination of the two waves are:
I = I1 + I2 + 2
√
I1I2 cos ∆ϕ (1.4)
where ∆ϕ = ϕ2 − ϕ1.
1.4 Young interferometer
In this thesis, both Mach-Zehnder interferometer and Young interferometer
have been used. Since both interferometers are consequently similar regarding
their working principle, phase measured for one is valid for the other [14, 17,
21]. While the MZI has a single output, the Young interferometer arms are
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Figure 1.2: Outline of the waveguide Young interferometers with one (A) and
two (B) sensing windows. The tapered areas are after the sensing windows
giving fringes at the output. Figure from [17] Fig.1
not combined into a straight waveguide after the sensing length, but instead
the arms go over to planar waveguides, as seen in Figure 1.2, a tapered area
where the beams overlap in space and interfere. This results in a fringe
pattern at the output facet of the chip. The phase can then be calculated
from the position of the fringes and thus it is possible to separate a change
in phase from a change in amplitude [32].
The beams overlap with an angle θ/2 from the z-axis, where θ is the angle
between the two arms at the facet. Looking at the interferometer propagating
in the z-direction and the arms laying in the xz-plane, the waves coming from
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Using Equation 1.1 and Equation 1.2 the intensity I can be solved at z = 0,
yielding:





















Thus, Equation 1.6 is written as:
I(r) = 2 (I1(r) + I2(r))
[









This calculation is done for infinite wide planar waves, while in the waveguide
the beam is limited in the x- and y-direction. Since the tapered sections
are equal, the field from the arms are the same in this section. Hence,
Equation 1.9 can be written as:
I(x, y) = Ienv(x, y)
[









where Ienv(x, y) = 2(I1(x, y) + I2(x, y)). For the fundamental mode of the
tapered section, this profile can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution,
limiting the number of fringes in the lateral direction [14, 32]. In references
[14, 32], a simplification of visibility V = 1 has been used. Then, with use of
the trigonometric half-angle formula, Equation 1.10 can be simplified to:
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To calculate the phase, both Equation 1.10 and Equation 1.11 will give












x3 + ∆ϕ = 2π (1.14)
where x1, x2 and x3 are the peak positions. We can now subtract









where d is the distance between the fringes and x is the position of one of the
fringes. Thus the phase can be calculated only from following the position
of one peak and knowing the distance between the peaks. In Figure 1.3,
top picture, an example of fringes on the CCD is shown, while the bottom
picture shows the peaks when rows are added together (blue line). Any
change in in-coupling or amplitude changes will change the intensity of the
peak, but will not lead to a shift of the pattern. Hence, a phase change will
not be measured. In the normal Mach-Zehnder configuration, a change in
amplitude is impossible to separate from phase change.
For experiments using the Young interferometer, a LabVIEW program
was available giving the phase using Equation 1.10. In Figure 1.3, bottom
picture, LabVIEW has fitted a line (orange) to the original data (blue line).
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Figure 1.3: Showing the output fringes from a Young interferometer on the
CCD (top) and after processing (bottom), blue line being the measured curve




In this chapter, the sensitivity of the interferometers are discussed. First, it is
calculated how changes in refractive indexes and path length affect the phase
measured by the interferometers. Then sensitivity of the different media are
discussed for changes in pressure, temperature and methane concentration.
2.1 Phase sensitivity
When light travels through a waveguide, part of the field, the evanescent
field, travels in the claddings, as seen in Figure 2.1. The distribution of the
evanescent field depends on different factors, notably the waveguide geometry
and the difference in refractive index between the core and the claddings.
The waveguide Mach-Zehnder and Young interferometers use the principle of
evanescent field sensing, by changing the refractive index of the media in one
arm, the effective refractive index of this arm changes. Which again leads
to a phase difference between the arms when combined, creating a change in
the interference pattern.
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Figure 2.1: The intensity distribution in a rib waveguide when nitrogen clad
for TE- (A) and TM- (B) mode, and SAN clad for TE- (C) and TM- (D)
mode. Simulated with FimmWAVE.
where L is the sensing length, λ0 is the wavelength in vacuum and neff is the
change in the effective refractive index. The refractive index change might
happen in the sensing layer only, or in more of the layers as well. To find a
general solution, the refractive indexes are described as:
n = (ntcl, ncore, nbcl) (2.2)
where ntcl, ncore and nbcl are the refractive indexes of the top cladding (sensing
layer), core and bottom cladding respectively. The effective refractive index
can be written as a function of refractive indexes for constant waveguide
geometry and wavelength:
neff = F (n) (2.3)
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Using this, the phase change in one arm due changing a parameter A (e.g.,












































where Stcl, Score and Sbcl are the homogeneous sensitivities defined as change
of effective refractive index, to the rate of change of the refractive indexes of
the different media. Equation 2.6 is only valid when the change A is uniform
along one arm. For change of temperature or pressure this is true, at least
after some stabilization time, changing all refractive indexes. For change in
concentration of methane (x), since the gas does not diffuse through the core
layer, dncore/dx and dnbcl/dx are equal to 0.










with the indexes 1 and 2 referring to the different arms. Assuming the
parameter A changes uniformly for both arms, the core and bottom cladding














+ (Score,1 − Score,2)
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2.2 Pressure sensitivity
2.2.1 Gas
The Lorentz-Lorenz equation of a diluted gas is given as [33, 34]:
n2 − 1 = 3AP
RT
(2.9)
where A is the molar refractivity, proportional to the polarizability of the gas,
P is pressure, R is the universal gas constant and T is absolute temperature.
Assuming the ideal gas law, A can be assumed constant, giving:






with n0 being the refractive index at T0 and P0. Hence, for any diluted gas
under the approximation of the ideal gas law, the refractive index dependency



















2.2.2 Silica and Silicon Nitride
The Gladstone-Dale relation approximates the density of a glass as directly
proportional to its refractive index [35]:
n− 1 ∝ ρ (2.13)
This relationship is valid for many polymorphs of SiO2, as shown by Maj
et al. [36]. By assuming that all compression is happening in one axis, the
change in thickness of the silica cladding due to pressure can be estimated
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Table 2.1: Refractive index dependence on pressure of silica and silicon nitride
as calculated from Equation 2.16
Substance n E (kbar) dn/dP (10−6/bar)
SiO2 1.45 731 [38] 0.63






where ∆h and h0 is the change in thickness and the thickness at atmospheric
pressure respectively, P is pressure, P0 is atmospheric pressure (1 bar) and
E is the Young’s modulus. By using ρ = m/V and V = A0(h0 + ∆h)
Equation 2.13 is rewritten as:
n− 1 = (n0 − 1)
E
E − (P − P0)
(2.15)
with n0 being refractive index at 1 bar. The refractive index change with
pressure (dn/dP ) can be calculated from the derivative of Equation 2.15:
dn
dP
= (n0 − 1)
E
(E − (P − P0))2
(2.16)
≈ (n0 − 1)
E
(2.17)
where Equation 2.17 is a simplification assuming E >> (P − P0).
To my knowledge, a direct relationship between refractive index and
pressure has not been reported for silicon nitride. Different hard materials,
especially materials containing Silicon, have shown a linear dependency of
refractive index with density [36, 37]. Supposing that Equation 2.13 is a good
approximation for Si3N4, then the refractive index dependence on pressure
is inversely proportional to Young’s modulus, as described in Equation 2.17.
dn/dP can thus be calculated for silica and silicon nitride at 25◦C. Results
are given in Table 2.1.
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2.2.3 Gas solubility in SAN
When increasing pressure in the gas above the chip, the amount of gas
dissolved in SAN increases, hence compensating for the partial pressure on
the outside with internal pressure from gas molecules. When pressure is
increased it might be counter-acted by compression of the material, increase
of dissolved gas or a combination. Solubility S is defined as the concentration
a solute can be dissolved in a material at certain pressures. The equilibrium
concentration C is then defined as:
C = SP (2.18)
with S being solubility and P the applied pressure. Solubility is approximated
to be constant for methane and nitrogen for the small pressure changes
applied in this thesis. It is also assumed that nitrogen and methane do
not penetrate silica and silicon nitride.





with Ns being the number of a certain molecule inside a certain volume
and Ms the contribution this molecule bring the refractive index respectively.
Hence for when nitrogen gas solves in SAN the refractive index can be written
as:
n− 1 = NSANMSAN +NN2MN2
= (nSAN − 1) +NN2MN2
(2.20)
A relation NSAN and NN2 can be written in terms of the concentration C:
NN2 ∝ NSANSP (2.21)
using a proportionality constant k, Equation 2.20 can be written as:
n− 1 = (nSAN − 1) + kNSANMN2SP (2.22)
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This equation can be solved by setting S = 1 and P = 1 atm, in that scenario
the refractive index would be:
(n− 1)P=1 atm = (nSAN − 1)P=1 atm + (nN2 − 1)P=1 atm (2.23)
Hence, kNSANMN2 = (nN2 − 1)P=1 atm = 2.68 · 10−4. Then Equation 2.22
becomes:
n− 1 = (nSAN − 1) + 2.68 · 10−4SP (2.24)






+ 2.68 · 10−4S (2.25)
2.3 Temperature sensitivity
In this section, the refractive index sensitivities to temperature are discussed
for the different cladding materials. Temperature sensitivities are given for
1070 nm wavelength, because this wavelength was used for temperature
measurement (see more in section 5.1).
For air, the refractive index can be approximated by Equation 2.10, hence,


















In Figure 2.2, the temperature sensitivity of air is plotted against
temperature. As seen, the rate of change is decreasing with temperature.
For 25◦C, the sensitivity is -0.89·10−6RIU/◦C. The temperature sensitivities
of other the cladding materials, SAN, silica, silicon nitride and oil, were taken
from literature as summarized in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Temperature sensitivity, dn/dT , of air between -20◦C and 80◦C.
Table 2.2: Temperature sensitivities, dn/dT, for different materials at 25◦C
and 1070 nm wavelength.
Medium n dn/dT (10−6/◦C) Ref.
Air 1.00 -0.89 -
Silica 1.45 12.9 [40]
Oil 1.47 -371 Spec.
SAN 1.56 -110 [41]
Silicon Nitride 2.01 24.5 [42]
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2.4 Methane sensitivity
2.4.1 SAN
In the case where there is methane in the nitrogen at a concentration x,
the refractive index of SAN with the dissolved gas can be written like
Equation 2.22:
n− 1 = (nSAN− 1) + k1NSANMN2SN2,SANP (1−x) + k2NSANMCH4SCH4,SANPx
(2.28)
with SN2,SAN and SCH4,SAN being the solubility of nitrogen and methane in
SAN respectively. If x = 0, then pure nitrogen is flowing, as already shown
in subsection 2.2.3. Thus, k1NSANMN2 = (nN2 − 1)P=1 atm = 2.68× 10−4. On
the other hand, if x = 0, then pure methane is flowing. This can be solved in
the same way as pure nitrogen, giving k2NSANMCH4 = (nCH4 − 1)P=1 atm =
4.37× 10−4. Hence, Equation 2.28 can be solved as:
n− 1 = (nSAN − 1) + 2.68× 10−4SN2,SANP (1− x) + 4.37× 10−4SCH4,SANPx
(2.29)




= (4.37× 10−4SCH4,SAN − 2.68× 10−4SN2,SAN)P (2.30)
2.4.2 SAN doped with cryptophane-A
Cryptophanes are synthetic organic compounds with a cage-like structure.
The cavity volume is decided by properties of the cryptophane.
Cryptophane-A, the smallest in the series, has shown to have given
an internal cavity suitable for trapping methane [26–28]. Some other
molecules, chlorofluorocarbons, radon and xenon, might also be trapped by
cryptophane-A. This effect has to be further investigated, but is outside of
the scope of this thesis. Experimentally, nitrogen and methane are used from
calibrated gas bottles, hence there is no chlorofluorocarbons, radon or xenon
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contaminating the experiments. Cryptophane-A is thus used to reversibly
trap a higher amount of methane in the SAN-layer than what naturally would
be dissolved, but proportional to the outside concentration. Thus, increasing
the sensitivity of the sensor drastically. The use of cryptophane-A is the key
step to the highly sensitive, selective sensing layer.
The refractive index of SAN doped with cryptophane-A can be written
from Equation 2.19 as:
n− 1 = NPolMPol +NN2MN2 +NCH4MCH4 +NTrappedMCH4 (2.31)
with the index Pol being the polymer made up by SAN and cryptophane-A,
without trapped molecules, and the index Trapped being the number of
trapped methane molecules by the cryptophane. Here it is distinguished
between the methane that would dissolve in the polymer naturally and the
methane trapped by cryptophane-A. In the same way as in subsection 2.4.1
this can be rewritten using the solubilities, pressure and refractive indexes:
n− 1 = (nPol − 1) + 2.68× 10−4SN2,PolP (1− x)
+ 4.37× 10−4SCH4,PolPx+ F (x, c, P )
(2.32)
where nPol is the refractive index of the polymer without trapped molecules,
SN2,Pol and SCH4,Pol being the solubilities of nitrogen and methane in the
polymer, P the pressure in the outside gas, x the concentration of methane
in nitrogen, c the concentration of cryptophane-A to SAN, and F being
for the refractive index contribution of trapped methane molecules in the
polymer. SCH4,Pol is thus not including the increased amount of methane due
to trapping. Hence, the sensitivity of refractive index to concentration of
methane in nitrogen can be found by the derivative:
dn
dx
= 4.37× 10−4SCH4,PolP − 2.68× 10−4SN2,PolP +





In this chapter, the experimental setup will be described. The setup itself
is divided into three parts; optical components, chip holder and gas flow
system. Further on, the design, the fabrication and the preparation of the
chip is described. A detailed list with manufacturers and product information
for all parts is included in Appendix A.
3.1 Optical components
In Figure 3.1, a schematic of the optical setup is shown; all components are
fixed to the optical table to reduce vibrations. The collimated output beam
from the laser passes through a half-wave plate to adjust the polarization
direction of the linearly polarized laser beam. The beam then passes through
two lenses (Figure 3.1, lens 1 and 2) at distance d = f1 + f2 to expand
the beam to match the input objective. Between the beam-expander and
the input objective a polarizer is placed; this is used to select between the
transverse electric (TE) or the transverse magnetic (TM) polarization. A
25x microscope objective (Figure 3.1, lens 3) focuses the beam on the chip.
The objective is placed on a 3-axis Piezo controller to be able to accurately
position the objective so that the laser light is focused on the chip facet and
the best coupling (into the waveguide) is achieved. After the beam passes
through the chip, a 10x microscope objective (Figure 3.1, lens 4) focuses
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Figure 3.1: Optical components of the setup.
the output power to either a power detector or a CCD camera. The power
detector has an iris mounted in front of it that can be adjusted to filter out
spurious light from the neighboring planar waveguides. Absorptive neutral
density filters were used to reduce the power to match the set range of the
preamplifier of the power detector. The filters were placed both between
the output objective and the detector, and between the polarizer and the
input objective. Reducing the power before the chip also help to reduce
temperature effects coming from the high power of the laser.
A microscope with a camera is mounted on a 2-D translation stage to
image the top surface of the chip. This is used to help couple the laser
into the waveguides, and observe how light propagates along the guiding
structures. Measurement of light scattering from the chip surface was also
used to estimate propagation loss as described in section 4.2.
3.2 Chip holder
An aluminum block on a 1-D translation stage makes the basis for the
chip holder. A slot for a Peltier-element is drilled out and a custom made
aluminum plate working as a chip holder is placed on top. Thermal paste
is used between the Peltier-element and the aluminums pieces to enhance
thermal conductivity and a thermistor, providing feedback to a temperature
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the components in the chip holder.
controller, is placed in the top aluminum plate. The chip is then positioned
on top of the assembly and covered from the top by a micro fluidic chamber
that can be screwed into the top aluminum block. The assembly of the chip
holder is seen in Figure 3.2, except the aluminum block. The temperature of
the sample holder and thus the chip is controlled by a temperature controller
to a precision of 1 mK; this precision is needed to compensate for the high
temperature sensitivity of the sensor as shown in section 5.1.
3.3 Gas flow system
The layout of the gas flow system is shown in Figure 3.3. Two mass flow
controllers (MFC) in a T-junctions were used to regulate the flow through
the system, where one was connected to nitrogen and the other to methane.
Calibrated gas cylinders were used with 2 mol% or 4.4 mol% methane in
nitrogen (AGA, ±2.00% relative uncertainty). The MFCs were controlled
by a LabVIEW program that kept the total flow through the microfluidic
chamber constant, while varying the concentration by changing the relative
flows with the two respective MFCs. Before reaching the chip surface, the
gas passes through a small 5 ml mixing chamber to better mix the gases and
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Figure 3.3: The setup of the gas flow system.
homogenize the gas temperature. After the microfluidic chamber, another
T-junction splits the gas to a pressure meter and a pressure controller. After
the pressure controller, the gas was either released into the room, or was
lead further to a vacuum pump if pressures under 1 atm were needed. The
concentration of methane was monitored with a commercial Franatech TDLS
Methane sensor after the pressure controller.
3.4 Chip design
The chip design was chosen when I joined this project, and the chips were
already fabricated. This section will explain the background for choosing
the design of the chip, but the work is done mainly by Firehun Tsige Dullo,
Susan Lindecrantz and Olav Gaute Hellesø.
On-chip interferometers were used partially due to there small size.
On the chip of dimensions 25×40×1 mm, a total of 36 Mach-Zehnder
interferometers and 24 Young interferometers, with different rib widths
and sensing lengths, are available. Plus a number of straight waveguides,
Y-junctions and more. This shows how small an on-chip sensor can be made.
It is also possible to, in the future, add reference sensors or have sensors
sensing different media on the same chip.
Rib waveguides were chosen because of lower propagation loss than a strip
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waveguide [43], but only 4-8% less sensitive [44]. Rib waveguides also give
good possibilities to control which mode light propagates in, dependent on
core thickness, rib height and rib width [44, 45]. After careful simulations,
the waveguides were designed with 150 nm core thickness, 5 nm rib height
and rib widths of 1.5 µm, 2 µm and 3 µm. These dimensions gave single-mode
options for both TE and TM polarization, and wavelengths of 785 nm and
1070 nm (section 5.1) [46]. In Figure 3.4, a cross-section of a rib waveguide is
shown with, silica working as reference arm (1) and air clad sensing window
(2).
Mach-Zehnder interferometers were designed as shown in Figure 1.1. A
symmetric Y-junction consisting of two S-bends with radius 4 mm splits the
two arms to a center-to-center distance of 100 µm. Either one or both of the
arms has a sensing window of 3 cm, 2 cm or 1 cm length. Another Y-junction
of same design combines the arms into a straight waveguide. If only one arm
has a sensing window (1SW), we speak of an asymmetric or unbalanced
Figure 3.4: Cross-section of rib waveguides with silica (1) on reference arm
and (2) a sensing window. Dimensions are not to scale.
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interferometer with silica on the reference arm. With sensing windows on
two arms (2SW), a symmetric or balanced interferometer is achieved.
Young interferometers were designed as shown in Figure 1.2. A symmetric
Y-junction splits a waveguide in two waveguide arms with average separation
of 395 µm. Sensing windows were made on one or both of the arms, all 2 cm
long. Towards the end the of the chip the waveguides are expanded, giving
two inclined, tapered sections.
3.5 Chip fabrication
The waveguides were fabricated by IMB-CNM, CSIC, in Barcelona, Spain,
according to Prieto et al.[45]. A 1 µm thick silica (SiO2) layer of refractive
index 1.45 was grown by thermal oxidation of a silicon wafer. A 150 nm
core layer of silicon nitride (Si3N4) with refractive index 2.01 is deposited by
low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) at 800◦C. A 5 nm height
rib structure was etched by reactive ion etching (RIE). Finally, a 1 µm silica
protective layer was deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) at 300 ◦C. The sensing arms were opened in the protective layer
by RIE and wet etching, giving sensing windows 1 µm deep, 50 µm wide and
1, 2 and 3 cm long [14, 44, 45].
3.6 Chip preparation
Cleaning procedures were followed to keep the chips quality. A simple
cleaning procedure was done when a chip had been out of use for a while
and collecting dust. The chip was then cleaned with a clean-room swab
soaked in acetone before it was sonicated successively in acetone, isopropanol
and distilled water for 5 minutes in each solvent before it was dried of using
by N2 gas. The chip was then introduced to a solution of 5% Hellmanex
in distilled water for 10 minutes at 70◦C, and afterwards rinsed in distilled
water and dried using N2 gas.
If the chip previously had been used with either oil or polymer on top,
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the chip needed to be completely recycled. The first step is then to put the
chip in Dynasolve for at least 30 min, preferably overnight. The chip was
then cleaned as described above before it was sonicated in a 1:1 solution
of methanol and hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%) for 10 minutes. After being
rinsed in distilled water and dried using N2 gas, the chip was introduced to
air plasma 10 minutes, rinsed with isopropanol, distilled water and then dried
using N2 gas.
The cleaned or recycled chip went through a silanization procedure before
a new polymer layer was to be deposited on the chip, to increase the
adhesion of the polymer to the glass. A recycled chip was first put in
UV light for 1.5 hour to activate the surface, before immersion in a 1%
(3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) to ethanol solution for 1 hour. The
chip was then sonicated in ethanol for 2 minutes before rinsing it in ethanol,
distilled water and dried using N2 gas. Finally the chip was cured at 110
◦C
for 1 hour.
To prepare a cryptophane-A doped polymer solution, the desired amount
of cryptophane-A was first measured and added to a vial, then 900 µL
of 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane were added. This solution was mixed for 15
minutes before 3 pellets (≈45 mg) Poly(Styrene-co-acrylonitrile), SAN, were
added and mixed for further 1 hour. Directly after the chip was done curing
from the silanization process, the solution was spin-coated on the chip for 2
minutes at 3000 rpm (Laurell WS-650MZ-23NPP/LITE) before it was cured
overnight at 90◦C. This gave a nice, homogeneous layer of SAN with measured





In this chapter, the noise originating in the system and the propagation
loss in the waveguide is experimentally characterized. These are important
factors to know the signal-to-noise ratio, limit-of detection and visibility of
the sensors.
4.1 Noise measurements
The noise of a system is an important characteristics, that limits the system
performance. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is an important factor to
determine the limit of detection (LOD) of the sensor. To evaluate both
the short-term noise and long-term stability of the setup, the Allan deviation
method was used. The Allan deviation (σ) compares the deviation of the
output against integration time. By definition, random noise (white noise)
can be averaged away. The longer you average, the smaller the noise gets
(σ ∝ 1/
√
t). Thus in an Allan plot, using logarithmic scales, white noise is
represented by a straight, decreasing line. For other effects, like drift, the
Allan deviation will increase when averaging over a longer period. Therefore,
the Allan plot gives information of response time and system noise. A more
detailed description of Allan deviation method (Allan variance) can by found
in Werle et al. [47].
In Figure 4.1, the Allan deviations of the laser and detector are compared.
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Figure 4.1: Allan deviation comparison between the amplifier (blue) and the
laser (red). Theoretical white noise shown in black.
In both cases, the measurement setup consist of the laser pointed through a
pinhole and onto the detector. When the detector noise is measured, the laser
is simply switched off, so that both the electronic and the background noise
were accounted for. As seen, the detector noise decreases with integration
time, which means that it is dominated by white noise. But for integration
times longer than around 20 seconds, the noise seems not to be only random.
One explanation might be the dynamic range of the data acquisition (DAQ).
The laser, on the other hand, starts drifting after 4 seconds. This drift
is believed to be mostly mechanical, but some of it might be from the
laser’s characteristics. At this point the laser was placed on a 2D-translation
stage, while later it was fixed to the optical table. This improvement should
remove most of the mechanical noise, but there will still be some mechanical
noise present that originates from thermal movement in stages. When the
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Figure 4.2: Allan deviation comparison of three Mach-Zehnder
interferometers. The inset shows the power measured for two of the
interferometers.
room temperature changes, it causes thermal expansion or contraction of
the different stages. The Fabry-Pérot resonance might also be observed,
especially when a beam expander, filters, half-wave plate and polarizer are
involved.
To measure noise of the system, including the chip, three consecutive
measurements on a asymmetric, 3 cm sensing length, Mach-Zehnder
Interferometer was done with SAN as sensing layer. This result is shown
in Figure 4.2. The noise within the first 3 seconds is a good representation of
what the noise without drift would be, representing the standard deviation.
It was experienced that after letting the system run for a long time, the
system seemed to stabilize, thereby reducing the drift. The best result was
found to be after 4 pm, when most people had left the building and after
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Figure 4.3: Allan deviation for MZI 3 in Figure 4.2 before and after correcting
for linear drift.
stabilizing since the morning. As seen in Figure 4.2 for t = 1, MZI 1 was
better stabilized when the measurement started than MZI 2 and MZI 3. On
the other hand, MZI 3 has stabilized for the longest time, hence the drift is
less than for MZI 1 and MZI 2. In the inset of Figure 4.2 the corresponding
power measured from MZI 1 and MZI 3 is shown. MZI 3 was drifting less
but was initially not stable. Hence, as the Allan plot shows, MZI 3 begins at
a higher deviation, but it takes more time before the drift takes place.
Looking at the drift of the power for MZI 3, it can be approximated by
a linear fit, and used to remove the drift. In Figure 4.3, the linear drift is
removed from MZI 3, showing the Allan deviation after the correction. The
corrected result does not have an upwards rise when drift takes over the noise.
Linear drift often occurred during measurements. This might be for many
reasons, but we expect that when turning on all systems, it takes time to
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stabilize the instruments, especially the piezo and the room temperature. So
leaving the system on for a while and recouple the laser into the waveguide,
stabilizes the system and is an effective way to minimize the drift.
4.2 Propagation loss
The propagation loss was experimentally measured. The propagation loss
gives information of how much light is lost in the waveguides, and thus how
much light is needed to reach a certain output intensity. It is also used to
measure the loss in the different arms, which is directly connected to the
visibility.
Propagation loss of waveguides with width 2 µm was measured by taking
Figure 4.4: Image of the waveguide after the image has been processed from
RGB to intensity scale and normalized.
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Figure 4.5: Overlay of a a MZI with A, B and C marking the different sections
used for propagation loss measurement.
images of light scattered from the waveguide surface of an asymmetric
Mach-Zehnder interferometer with 3 cm sensing length. The images are taken
with camera on the microscope through a 4x microscope lens, see section 3.1
for more information. This method has shown to be suitable to measure
relatively high propagation losses [43, 48]. The data is also used to estimate
the loss due to scattering at the beginning and the ending of the sensing
window and the quality of the Y-junction.
A layer of SAN was spin-coated on top of the chip following the procedure
in section 3.6. Images are taken at different positions along the waveguide
(Figure 4.5). The exposure time was chosen such that the brightest picture
(closest to the input) was not saturated and then kept constant for all images.
All images are converted to grayscale (only information about intensity) and
corrected for using the flat field and the dark frame to remove the effects
of pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations and effect of dust or scratches on the
CCD [49]. In Figure 4.4, an example of a processed image in gray-scale
(intensity-scale) after flat-fielding is shown. The image is now represented
by integer values between 0 and 255(8bit), representing the intensity of the
pixels.
The images are processed such that only rows around the waveguide center
are kept, and by removing locally saturated rows. Rows are then summed and
a mean is taken to get a representation of relative intensity. Figure 4.6 shows
the data points and a fitted curve for the sensing arm and the reference arm,
respectively. All points are taken within the sensing window (Figure 4.5, area
C). Since the arms have different cover media, they scatter differently, thus
the scattering from the arms can not be compared directly, but the losses can
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Figure 4.6: Relative intensity measured between the beginning and the end
of the sensing window (Figure 4.5, area C), for a sensing arm and a reference
arm.
still be measured along each arm. Losses are estimated to be 0.8±0.2 dB/cm
and 1.0±0.2 dB/cm for the reference arm and the sensing arm, respectively.
Measurements were also done along the sensing arm before and after the
sensing window (Figure 4.5, area B) and the whole chip before and after the
splits (Figure 4.5, area A). This estimation is based on two points, to do any
statistics more waveguides would have needed to be measured. Using the
result, it can be estimated how much light is lost at the scattering points
that occurs due to the beginning and the ending of the sensing window:
LT = LArm + 2 · LSc (4.1)
where LT is the total loss in the sensing arm, LArm is the loss in the sensing
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window and LSc is the loss from the scattering points. Using Equation 4.1,
the total loss of 7.3 dB and 1.0 dB/cm over the 3 cm length of the sensing
arm, the loss from the edges of the sensing was calculated to be 2.1 dB.
The measurement allowed us to estimate the splitting ratio at the
Y-junction, which which was found to be 46% to the reference arm and 54% to
the sensing arm. These numbers are strongly dependent on the in-coupling.
Chapter 5
Measurements of sensitivity
In the chapter, the experimental results are presented. The sensitivity to
temperature, pressure and methane is measured and compared to the theory
from chapter 2. Further, both time-responses and LODs of the system was
investigated.
5.1 Temperature sensitivity
As mentioned in chapter 1, the high sensitivity of a waveguide interferometer
comes with the cost of high sensitivity to other parameters than the
measurand and ambient conditions. To study the temperature sensitivity
of the waveguides interferometers, I joined Firehun Tsige Dullo in the lab.
Both asymmetric and symmetric waveguides were investigated for different
sensing materials. Due to Dullo’s previous work [14], it was chosen to continue
with an Ytterbium fiber laser (IPG Photonics, 1070 nm, TE-Polarization).
For experimental work, a waveguide Young interferometers was used, and
temperature steps were applied with the Peltier element. My contributions
to the paper includes, either alone or in collaboration with Firehun, all
measurement on symmetric and asymmetric interferometers, except the result
for oil on a asymmetric Young interferometer. Fig. 4 in the paper is an
example of data I contributed with, and analyzed for the paper.
To investigate the effects of local changes in temperature, dynamic
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and stationary simulations were carried out by Olav Gaute Hellesø and
Svein Ketil Jacobsen. The measurements showed that an asymmetric
interferometer is highly sensitive to uniform temperature changes, while a
symmetric interferometer is almost insensitive to this. On the other hand,
the numerical simulations showed that a symmetric device can be sensitive to
asymmetric heating. More detailed results are presented in the paper, which
is enclosed in Appendix B. The paper is also cited elsewhere in this thesis as
[17].
5.2 Pressure sensitivity
In this section, interferometers with nitrogen and SAN as sensing media have
been both theoretically investigated and experimentally tested for changes in
pressure. All measurements have been done on 2 cm long waveguides, so that
the MZI and the Young interferometer could be compared. Since the system
used to regulate the pressure was new, the use of an Young interferometer was
useful to see that phase change due to pressure was actually measured and
not change due to mechanical shifts (section 1.4). For this and the coming
sections, the experimental setup used is described in chapter 3.
For pressure measurements, a flow of 100 ml/min nitrogen was kept stable
through the micro fluid chamber. The pressure was then set and regulated
by the the pressure controller and a pressure meter was employed to read
the pressure independently. For measurements with nitrogen, a clean chip
without any materials on top was used. For measurements with SAN, SAN
was spin-coated on top of the chip according to section 3.6. Nitrogen and
SAN was investigated on a Young interferometer, while on the MZI, only
SAN was investigated. Simulations of the phase change as a function of
pressure were done in COMSOL (5.1) by Olav Gaute Hellesø, according to
Equation 2.4 and using linear pressure dependency and values from Table 2.1
and Equation 2.12.
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Figure 5.1: Output power from a straight waveguide while pressure is
changed, with values both above and below 1 atm included.
5.2.1 Pressure on straight waveguides and symmetric
interferometers
Experimental tests with straight waveguides and symmetric interferometers
(2SW) were done to determine the stability of the system. First, light was
coupled into a straight waveguide and the output power was measured while
changing pressure. As seen in Figure 5.1, for changes in pressure over 1 atm
(1 bar), the power is unchanged, but when the pressure goes below 1 atm (0-1
bar), the power changes. This effect is attributed to low pressure partially
lifting the chip. Therefore, it was decided to only use overpressure (> 1 atm)
for measurements where pressure was the changing parameter.
Figure 5.2 shows a longer test where only overpressure has been applied.
When reducing the pressure, the pressure controller drops the pressure
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Figure 5.2: Output power from a straight waveguide when the pressure is
cycled periodically over 1 atm.
quickly. This might create a shock-wave through the system. This effect is
also seen at time after 1000 seconds in Figure 5.2. As long as the waveguide
is well coupled (0-1000 s) this shock wave does not seem to affect the signal
much.
A Young interferometer separates changes in phase from changes in
amplitude, but a movement in the lateral direction will move the fringes
horizontally in the same way as a change in phase. In Figure 5.3 the lateral
position of the output beam from a straight waveguide is shown. When
pressure is changed, there should not be any change in the output position.
However, a small drift of about 1 pixel in 500 seconds is observed. This might
be due to thermal movement of the system.
Figure 5.4 shows the same measurement with a symmetric young
interferometer. There seem to be a correlation between position and pressure,
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Figure 5.3: Lateral movement of a straight waveguide when the pressure is
changed.
but the lateral movement is almost as small as the noise limit, a change of 0.4
bar gives about 0.5 pixel change. This effect might be from an inhomogeneous
layer of SAN or a slight difference in the dimensions of the waveguide arms.
5.2.2 Pressure on asymmetric interferometers
Figure 5.5 shows the pressure and phase measured over time with a Young
interferometer with SAN as cladding and TE mode. It is clear that the phase
follows the pressure closely, and the phase vs. pressure dependency is shown
in Figure 5.6. Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show results for, respectively s, Young
interferometer with nitrogen as cladding and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
with SAN as cladding in TE polarization. The slope and its uncertainty is
shown in Figure 5.6-5.8, the offset is not shown because it is not important
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Figure 5.4: Lateral movement of a symmetric Young interferometer with SAN
on both sensing arms when the pressure is changed..
for the result. The uncertainty of the slopes is based on the 95% confidence
bound of the least mean square fit of the measured points and show that
a linear fit is a very good approximation. The total uncertainty would also
depend on uncertainties of the instrumentations, temperature variations, etc.
and would thus be higher.
Table 5.1 shows results for the several interferometers and sensing
media. For nitrogen clad Young interferometer, simulated results is show.
The measured results is seen to be close to the simulated results. For
the interferometers with SAN as sensing layer, since the refractive index
dependency on pressure of SAN is unknown, simulations could not be done.
In Equation 2.25, this dependency is given as a combination of compression
and solubility of nitrogen in SAN. On the other hand, simulations could
be done to find the refractive index dependency on pressure of SAN,
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corresponding to the phase change measured, and was found to be 1.78 ·10−5
RIU/bar.
On the basis of this simulation, an estimated range of the solubility
of nitrogen in SAN could be found. At the high end, no compression is
happening, hence the dnSAN/dP in Equation 2.25 is equal to 0 and S = 0.066.
At the low end, the solubility can no be smaller than 0.
To my knowledge, the solubility coefficient is not known for nitrogen in
SAN. Van Krevelen et al. [50] compared the solubility of O2, N2, CO2, and
H2 in 23 different polymers (SAN not included) and found the range for N2
to be 0.02-0.081. Hence, the found range of 0 to 0.066 is a probable value.
Figure 5.5: Applied pressure and measured phase for a Young interferometer
with SAN as sensing medium (TE polarization).
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Figure 5.6: Measured phase as function of pressure corresponding to
Figure 5.5.
Table 5.1: Measured pressure sensitivity vs. simulated values of asymmetric
Mach-Zehnder and Young interferometers.





Young TE Nitrogen Silica 0.887 0.884
Young TM Nitrogen Silica 1.084 1.208
Mach-Zehnder TE SAN Silica 0.208 -
Young TE SAN Silica 0.214 -
Mach-Zehnder TM SAN Silica 0.394 -
Young TM SAN Silica 0.396 -
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Figure 5.7: Measured phase as a function of pressure on a nitrogen clad
asymmetric Young interferometer (TE polarization).
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Figure 5.8: Measured phase as a function of pressure on a SAN clad
asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer (TE polarization).
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5.3 Methane sensitivity
In this section, the sensitivity of SAN to concentrations of methane in
nitrogen is investigated at various pressures. The diluted gas dissolves into
the polymer, giving a change in refractive index based on concentration.
This section will used as a reference to the enhancement in sensitivity due to
cryptophane-A.
The phase change due to concentration of methane was measured with a
Young interferometer for both TE and TM polarization at different pressures.
Measurements were also done with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, giving the
same results as with Young interferometer. Thus, only Young interferometer
is shown in this section.
Figure 5.9: Measured phase for TE mode Young interferometer with SAN as
sensing medium for different pressures when changing the concentration of
methane.
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Figure 5.10: Phase as a function of concentration of methane corresponding
to data from Figure 5.9.
For measurements, two flow controllers, both with range 0-100 ml/min,
were used to control the flow and the concentration by having one MFC
connected to pure nitrogen and the other MFC to 4.4 mol % methane in
nitrogen. The concentration of methane was set to 2.2%, and cycled up and
down with increasing step of 1% and 2%.
Since nitrogen and methane don’t penetrate in silica and silicon nitride,












with SSAN being the homogeneous sensitivity for the SAN layer (dneff/dnSAN)
and dn/d% = 0.01dn/dx, chosen for the simplicity of measuring
concentration in percent. SSAN has been simulated with FimmWAVE and
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Figure 5.11: The methane sensitivity as function of pressure for both TE and
TM polarization.
COMSOL to be 0.25 and 0.51 for TE and TM polarization respectively.
Since dn/% is proportional to pressure, it is expected that the value of the
slope when changing concentration also is proportional to pressure.
In Figure 5.9, the phase change is plotted for the same concentration steps
for 4 different pressures. And in Figure 5.10, the corresponding slopes is seen.
As seen, a higher pressure leads to a greater sensitivity towards methane. In
Figure 5.11, the measured slopes at different pressures is plotted for TE and
TM polarization, and a straight line is fitted through zero and the respective
data points.
In subsection 5.2.2, the solubility of nitrogen in SAN was estimated in
the range 0-0.066. Using this estimation, Equation 2.30 and the measured
sensitivity, the solubility of methane in SAN is estimated in range of 0.30 to
0.35. The solubility of methane was measured for different silicone polymers
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in Shah et al. [51], here solubility of methane is found to be in the range of
0.27 to 0.56.
5.4 Methane sensitivity enhancement due to
cryptophane-A
Table 5.2: List of the different sensors with corresponding sensing layers and
concentration of cryptophane-A to SAN.




Reference Pure SAN (section 5.3) -
In this section, three new sensors were made, as seen in Table 5.2, all
with SAN doped with cryptophane-A as sensing layer, but with different
concentration of cryptophane-A to SAN. The methane sensitivity of the
sensors were investigated at different pressure. A fourth sensor is with
pure SAN serves as a reference sensor. Sensitivity to methane and pressure
dependency of the reference sensor have already investigated in section 5.3.
During the measurement of the sensitivity to methane of sensors 1, 2 and 3,
the pressure was kept stable and the concentration of methane was changed.
This was then repeated for different pressures. Table 5.3 gives an overview of
measurements preformed with the four different sensors. While sensor 1 was
investigated at multiple polarizations, sensing lengths and different structures
were measured, sensors 2 and 3 were only investigated for TM mode and 3 cm
sensing length MZI as this gives the highest sensitivity. The concentration of
methane was alternated in increasing steps between pure nitrogen (0%) and
1%. This can be seen in Figure 5.12, the orange line being the concentration,
corresponding to the right y-axis.
In Figure 5.12, it can also be seen that there is a delay (6s) between the
moment the MFCs are switched and the change in the methane concentration
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Table 5.3: Table of what structures the different sensors is investigated at.
Interferometer Young Mach-Zehnder
Sensing length 2 cm 2 cm 3 cm
Polarization TE TM TE TM TE TM
Sensor 1 X X X X X X
Sensor 2 X
Sensor 3 1-2 bar
Reference X X X X
is measured. This is the delay given by the volume of the tubing between the
MFC and micro fluidic chamber, over the flow rate.
The blue line in Figure 5.12 shows the corresponding phase measured
for sensor 2 at 1 bar. At the third step, 2500 ppm, and steps with higher
Figure 5.12: Measured phase change on sensor 2 at 1 bar (blue line) and
corresponding concentration (orange line). The time is given from a change
is done till it reaches the sensor.
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concentration, the phase reaches a top and then falls down again. This is
shown clearer in Figure 5.13, which shows the phase for sensor 2 at 2 bar with
the same concentration steps. This effect was seen clearer at high pressures
than low pressures, but still looks the same for all sensors with cryptophane.
The methane concentration was then measured with a commercial Franatech
TDLS sensor, and the measurement showed the same trend, hence, the effect
is most probably originating from the MFCs or the gas flow system and not
the cryptophane doped sensor itself. This has to be more closely investigated
in the future.
The dotted lines in Figure 5.13 show were the values of the different phase
is taken, giving a phase difference for the first three peaks. The four points,
corresponding to 0 ppm, 500 ppm, 1000 ppm and 2500 ppm were used to
Figure 5.13: Measured phase change on sensor 2 at 2 bar corresponding to
the concentration step as seen in Figure 5.12, with marked areas for data
collecting.
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calculate the sensitivity, dϕ/dppm.
5.4.1 Sensitivity for MZI and Young interferometer
and for 2 and 3 cm sensing lengths
Since sensor 1 was tested for both the MZI with 2 cm sensing length and
the Young interferometer, the hypothesis that the phase change is equal
for the two interferometers can be verified. The sensitivity of the two
interferometers were measured at 8 different pressures. In addition, a point
was inserted for 0 bar (vacuum) and 0 sensitivity because in vacuum there
cannot be a concentration change. In Figure 5.14 the sensitivity is plotted
against pressure for both MZI and Young interferometer at TE and TM
polarization. As seen, both interferometers give very close results. Some
Figure 5.14: The sensitivity of sensor 1 as a function of pressure for both the
MZI and the Young interferometer, and TE and TM polarization.
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Figure 5.15: Phase change of sensor 1 as function of concentration of methane
for a MZI with 2 cm and 3 cm sensing length, and TE and TM polarization.
offset is present, this might be from different drift during measurement, small
dimension differences in the interferometers or differences in processing.
Further on, the investigation on MZI were done for TE and TM mode
for both the 2 cm and the 3 cm sensing lengths. In theory, since the phase
change is directly proportional to sensing length (Equation 2.1), the ratio
should be a factor of 1.5. In Figure 5.15, the measured slopes for sensor 1
at 1 bar is shown for TE and TM mode at 2 cm and 3 cm sensing length.
When taking the sensitivities of 3 cm divided by sensitivities for 2 cm for the
respective polarizations and different pressures, the ratio between the 3 cm
and the 2 cm sensing length was calculated to be 1.49± 0.04.
Figure 5.15 also shows that the TM polarization give higher sensitivity
than TE polarization, this is because the field extends further into the
claddings in TM mode, as seen in Figure 2.1. Therefore, for measurement
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on sensor 2 and 3, only 3 cm sensing length for TM mode were investigated.
The reference sensor was only measured for the 2 cm long sensing windows,
but the assumption that a 3 cm sensing window gives 1.5 times bigger phase
change is made.
5.4.2 Sensitivity at 1 bar
In Figure 5.16, the slopes of the sensors are shown at 1 bar, and the
corresponding sensitivities are given in Table 5.4. As seen, the amount
of cryptophane-A strongly changes the sensitivity of the chip. Sensor
3, which has the highest concentration of cryptophane-A, enhances the
sensitivity by more than 50 times, compared to the reference sensor, without
cryptophane-A. Further, in Figure 5.17, the sensitivities of the sensors are
Figure 5.16: Phase change versus methane concentration for sensors 1 (blue),
2 (red) and 3 (yellow) at 1 bar.
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Table 5.4: Measured sensitivity for the different sensors at 1 bar, and the
enhancement in sensitivity compared to the reference sensor.
Sensitivity (10−4 rad/ppm) Enhancement
Sensor 1 1.06 7.1
Sensor 2 2.99 20
Sensor 3 7.68 51
Reference 0.15 1
plotted against the concentration, showing that the sensitivity is linearly
dependent on the concentration.




= 4.37× 10−4SPol,CH4P − 2.68× 10−4SPol,N2P +
∂F (x, c, P )
∂x
(2.33)
Since the result shows that the trapping of methane is linear with the
concentration of methane, as seen in Figure 5.16, the derivative of the
function F (x, c, P ) with respect to the concentration of methane (x) is
constant. Hence, F (x, c, P ) ∝ x. Also, since the sensitivity is linearly
dependent on the concentration of cryptophane (c), the function F is also
proportional to the concentration c.
5.4.3 Pressure dependency
To test the effect of pressure on the sensitivities of the sensors, the sensitivities
were measured at different pressures. In Figure 5.18, the sensitivities of
sensors 1, 2 and 3 are plotted against pressure. Sensor 1 and 2 were tested
over the range of 0.4-2 bars, which corresponds to the range of the pressure
controller. Sensor 3 was tested only for overpressure, due to the much larger
time response for this sensor as seen in subsection 5.4.4. Due to the long
measurement time for sensor 3, the drift in the system and loss in amplitude
due to coupling change that was produces at lower pressures, were hard
to compensate for. Further, it is seen that the sensors are more sensitive
at higher pressures, but the dependency is not linear as in the case of the
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Figure 5.17: The sensitivities of the different sensors at 1 bar as function of
the concentration of Cryptophane-A.
reference sensor.
Based on the results, an empirical formula for the sensitivity can be











with dneff/dn found by simulations to be 0.51 for SAN as sensing medium
and TM polarization, and dn/dx given by Equation 2.33. For simplicity the
concentration is chosen to be in ppm, where dn/dppm = 10−6dn/dx. For
small concentration of cryptophane-A, it is assumed that the polymer can be
assumed as SAN, with SANs properties, and for larger concentrations, as in
sensor 2 and 3, the function F is the dominant term. Hence, Equation 2.33
is written as:
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Figure 5.18: The sensitivity for sensors 1 (blue), 2 (red) and 3 (yellow) as a










∂F (x, c, P )
∂x
(5.3)
where dn/dx is given by the reference sensor. MATLAB was used to find the




= 0.15 · 10−4P + 0.0045cP
P + 0.83
(5.4)
where P is the pressure and c is the concentration of cryptophane-A in SAN.
Equation 5.4 is plotted in Figure 5.18 for the corresponding concentrations
of cryptophane-A. As seen, the formula seem to be a good fit. Since the
formula is empirical, it does not say anything for pressures over 2 bar or
higher concentration of cryptophane-A to SAN. For the latter one, sensor 3
is probably on the limit of how much cryptophane-A that can be solved in
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SAN. When it comes to pressure, Equation 5.4 predicts that when increasing
the pressure that the contribution form the cryptophane-A will becomes close
to negligible.
5.4.4 Time-response
A common way to define the response-time of a system is to measure the time
it takes to go from 10% to 90% of the full change, also called rise-time, t10−90.
The time-responses were measured for the three sensors and the reference
sensor at different pressures, and were found independent of pressure. The
time-responses were also measured to be the same for different concentration
steps of methane, but might be dependent on the thickness of the polymer
layer. The thickness of the polymer layers are assumed to be the same due
to the same procedures when deposing them on the chip (section 3.6), and
with a thickness of about 1 µm, the effect of thickness for response-time
could not be investigated. Hence, time-response is here only given as a factor
of the concentration of cryptophane-A. In Figure 5.19, the phase change
corresponding to a change of 1000 ppm is plotted for sensor 1, 2 and 3, and
the corresponding time responses are shown. As seen, the time it takes for
sensor 3 to settle is much longer than for sensors 1 and 2. The time-response
of the different sensors is given in Table 5.5, and in Figure 5.20 the various
time responses are plotted against the concentration of cryptophane-A. An
exponential fit is made to relate the time-response with the concentration of
cryptophane-A:
t = 35 exp [3.6c]− 33 (5.5)
Equation 5.5 seems to be a good approximation of the response-time.
While the sensitivity of the sensors is increasing linearly with
increasing concentration of cryptophane-A, the time-response is increasing
exponentially. Hence, increasing the sensitivity by increasing the
concentration of cryptophane-A comes at the expense of a longer
response-time.
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Table 5.5: The measured t10−90 time response for the different sensors.
Concentration (c) t10−90 (s)
Sensor 1 1.6:45 7.5
Sensor 2 5.2:45 20
Sensor 3 14.2:45 75
Reference - 2.0
Figure 5.19: A phase step when a concentration change of 1000 ppm methane
is applied to sensor 1 (blue), sensor 2 (orange) and sensor 3 (yellow), and the
corresponding t10−90 response time.
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Figure 5.20: The time response plotted as a function of cryptophane-A
concentration.
5.4.5 Limit of detection
The limit-of-detection is the lowest amount of methane the sensor can
measure. Hence, to know the LOD is one of the most important properties
of the sensor. The LOD was calculated according to procedures suggested
by the American Chemical Society [52, 53] to a 99% confidence level. The
results from this section are also used and published by Dullo et al. [8]. The





where σy is the standard deviation of the 10 repeated measurements close to
the expected detection limit and S is the sensitivity of the sensor, dϕ/dppm.
First, measurement were done with nitrogen connected to both MFCs.
When having one MFC without flow and repeatably turning on a small flow,
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while the other MFC was flowing with high flow (corresponding to zero and
small concentration of methane), a phase change was noticed. This change
was only noticed when one of the MFC had been off for a while and always
was used on a small flow-rate, typically flows corresponding to less than 300
ppm of methane concentration. This is assumed to be due to the different
temperatures of the gases if one of the gases was staying in the tubing in
front of the MFC, while the other was flowing. To correct for this, shorter
tubes were put between the gas bottles and MFCs to minimize temperature
differences. For measurements where small concentrations of methane was
used, as for LOD measurements, a third MFC was added to the system,
working as an overflow valve to keep the flow in the methane tubing the same
as in the nitrogen tubing. A mixing chamber was also put between the MFCs
and the micro fluidic chamber to better homogenize the gas temperature
before the sensor. After these improvements, measurement with nitrogen
connected to both MFCs did not show any phase change, even when using
small flow-rates on one of the MFCs.
The standard deviation was found according to [53], by cycling the
concentration between 0 and 300 ppm 10 times, as seen in Figure 5.21, and
taking an average of the last 15 seconds of each cycle. Hence, 10 different steps
were acquired for a 300 ppm concentration change. The standard deviation






(yi − ȳ)2 (5.7)
where yi is the measured step-sizes and ȳ being the mean step-size. The
standard deviation was measured only for sensor 1, but assumed to be the
same for all sensors. The result gave a σy = 1.65 × 10−3, which correspond
well to the noise level found in section 4.1. In Table 5.6, the calculated LODs
using the slopes previously found and Equation 5.6 at 1 and 2 bar, is shown.
From Equation 5.6, it is given that the LOD is inverse proportional to
the sensitivity. Hence, increasing the sensitivity will decrease the LOD. But
as seen in the previous sections; increasing the amount of cryptophane-A
comes with the cost of high response-time, and increasing the pressure will
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Figure 5.21: The methane concentration in the microfluidic chamber (a), the
resulting output intensity (b) and the corresponding phase change (c), for
measurements of σy.
Table 5.6: The calculated LODs for the different sensors at 1 bar and 2 bar.
LOD (ppm)
1 bar 2 bar
Sensor 1 44 33
Sensor 2 16 12
Sensor 3 6.1 4.6
Reference 265 170
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reduce the effect of using cryptophane-A, hence, reducing the selectivity of
the sensor. The most effective way to decrease the LOD is thus to decrease
the noise σy. Decreasing the noise can be done by reducing sensitivity to other
parameters, like changes in temperature and pressure. Gluing a fiber to the
chip will also reduce noise originating from the changes in the in-coupling.
Another way to reduce noise is to use a faster DAQ, such that measurements
can be taken at a higher rate, and hence, the signal can be averaged.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
This thesis describes the use of cryptophane-A as a compound to enhance
methane sensitivity. A cryptophane-A doped polymer is used as the sensing
layer on a waveguide interferometer that is employed for methane gas
detection. The sensing layer provides very high sensitivity and selectivity
to methane.
First, a device with pure polymer as the sensing medium was investigated
for methane sensitivity, at different pressures. The results showed a moderate
sensitivity to methane, which linearly increased with pressure. But this
sensitivity is assumed to be non-selective, i.e. all gases that can diffuse into
the polymer layer will give a phase change.
Second, polymer doped with cryptophane-A was used as the sensing
medium, resulting in an increase sensitivity of more than 50 times relative to
the sensor without cryptophane-A. Furthermore, the sensitivity was shown
to be directly proportional to the concentration of cryptophane-A. This gave,
for sensor 3, a limit-of-detection of 6 ppm at 1 bar and 4.6 ppm at 2 bar,
which is the best LOD reported with this configuration, 3 times lower than
what reported by Dullo et al. [8]. But the high sensitivity comes of the cost
of longer response-time, the most sensitive sensor resulted in a response time
of 75 seconds. While the sensitivity is linearly proportional to concentration
of cryptophane-A, the response-time is increasing exponentially. Hence, a
compromise has to be made to get high sensitivity but still maintain a
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reasonable response-time.
The cryptophane based sensors also showed increased methane sensitivity




= 0.15 · 10−4P + 0.0045cP
P + 0.83
(5.4)
showing that increasing the pressure only results in a small increase in
sensitivity.
High-sensitivity can also give high sensitivity to other parameters than
the measurand. Therefore, temperature and pressure sensitivities were
investigated. The measurement results show that a symmetric device, with
the same material on both arms, is almost insensitive to uniform changes
in temperature and pressure. While an asymmetric device, with different
materials on the arms, is highly temperature and pressure sensitive. However,
numerical simulations revealed that a symmetric device can be sensitive to
asymmetric heating of the top surface.
To further improve the device, the high sensitivities to other parameters,
like temperature and pressure, have to be reduced. One way of doing
this is to use a cryptophane-A doped polymer on one of the arms and
the same polymer, but without cryptophane-A, on the other arm. In this
scenario, temperature and pressure changes will be compensated, making the
interferometer insensitive to these parameters. Also, only phase change due
to methane molecules trapped by cryptophane-A will be measured, making
the device even more selective to methane.
The limit-of-detection of 5 ppm is a huge improvement compared to a
sensor without cryptophane-A, but still 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than
needed for ambient methane measurements. As already stated, increasing
pressure will only give limited sensitivity increase, and increasing the
cryptophane-A concentration will come of the expense of response-time.
Hence, the most efficient way to improve the LOD would be to reduce the
noise level.
In real-world applications, the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is preferred
to the Young interferometer for several reasons: Even though the Young
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interferometer can separate phase change from amplitude change, the use of
a fiber glued to the chip, ”pig-tailing the chip”, will eliminate amplitude
changes due to in-coupling. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer is also a
much simpler device, since it only needs to measure power. Using a Young
interferometer with a camera would also effect the size of the sensor, as well






Optical table Standa 1VIS95W
Laser Crystal Laser DL785-120-S0
Half-wave plate Thorlabs
Beam expander lens 1 Thorlabs AC254-030-B-ML
Beam expander lens 2 Thorlabs LA1986-A
Polarizer Thorlabs LPVIS100-MP
Objective lens input Leitz Wetzlar 569244
Objective lens output Olympus UIS 2 PLN10X
Power detector Thorlabs SM1PD1A
Camera Allied Vision GC2450
Piezo translation stage Thorlabs MAX 302/M
Piezo controller Thorlabs MDT 693A
Modular Rack Chassis Thorlabs PRO8000
Photocurrent measurement card Thorlabs PDA8000-2
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A.2 Chip and fluid system
Item Manufacturer Id
Peltier Laird Technologies 430139-513
Temperature controller Thorlabs TED8080
MFC 100 ml/min x2 Bronkhorst F-201-CV-100-AAD-11-V
MFC 0.7 ml/min x2 Bronkhorst F-200-CV-002-AAD-11-V
Pressure Controller Bronkhorst P-702CV-6K0A-AAD-11-V
Pressure meter Apisens PCE-28
Vacuum pump VWR PM20405-86
Gas AGA Nitrogen
Gas AGA 2.0 mol % CH4 in N2
Gas AGA 4.4 mol % CH4 in N2
A.3 Microscope
Item Manufacturer Id
Objective lens Olympus UIS 2 PLN4X
Objective lens Olympus UIS 2 PLN10X
Camera Ueye UI-1240SE-M-GL
Light Olympus KL 1500 LCD
Part Olympus U-5RE-2
Part Olympus U-TLU
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Abstract—The temperature sensitivity of a waveguide Young
interferometer is investigated experimentally and using numerical
simulations. With different materials on the two arms of the
interferometer, the output phase is linear with temperature,
making the device suitable for on-chip temperature sensing. A
symmetric interferometer with the same material on both arms
is almost insensitive to hotspots and temperature steps applied to
the bottom of the substrate, while it is still sensitive to asymmetric
heating of the top surface. For biological or chemical sensing, it
must be assured that any heating of the top surface, e.g. from
liquid or gas flow, is symmetric with respect to the interferometer,
both for asymmetric and symmetric devices. For a 20 mm long
device, the difference in temperature between the two arms must
be limited to a few mK in order not to influence the performance
of the device.
Index Terms—Optical waveguides, Young interferometer,
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
INTERFEROMETERS provide very high sensitivity withrespect to optical pathlength, and indirectly to a range
of physical, chemical and biological parameters. This comes
at the expense of high sensitivity to ambient conditions
and to other parameters than the measurand. Waveguide in-
terferometers have the advantage of being integrated on a
chip. They are thus less susceptible to mechanical vibrations
and temperature changes than bulk or fiber interferometers.
In addition, waveguide interferometers can be miniaturized
and potentially mass-produced. The most studied waveguide
interferometer is the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, notably
for evanescent field biological and chemical sensing [1], [2].
The great advantage of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is
a reference arm running parallel to the sensing arm, which
can reduce unwanted sensitivity. Special designs have been
demonstrated to give low temperature dependency also with
different lengths for the two arms [3], [4]. Asymmetric in-
terferometers, with different claddings on the two arms, are
studied in the first part of this work. With identical arms
and cladding materials, a symmetric device should ideally not
be sensitive to changes in the chip temperature. This will be
studied experimentally and the results compared to the noise-
level of the measurements. For these experiments, the entire
chip is heated uniformly. To explore the effect of local changes
in temperature, dynamic and stationary simulations are carried
out. These simulations aim at showing worst-case scenarios
F.T. Dullo is with the Northern Research Institute, P.O. Box 6434 Forskn-
ingsparken, Tromsø, Norway (e-mail: firehun.tsige.dullo@norut.no). M. Ing-
valdsen, J. Jágerská, S.K. Jacobsen and OG Hellesø are with the University
of Tromsø, Norway.
and to show the difference between non-uniform temperature
distribution below the chip and on the chip surface. Bad
thermal connection to a chip holder can give hotspots below
the chip, while the most likely source of non-uniform heating
of the surface is flow in a microfluidic channel close to (one of)
the waveguides. Whereas waveguide interferometers have been
studied for many applications, experimental and numerical
studies of the temperature influence on the devices are few,
particularly for symmetric interferometers.
The Mach-Zehnder interferometer has a single output, while
the Young interferometer gives a set of fringes, which makes
it possible to separate changes in amplitude and phase [5].
Thermal effects of an asymmetric interferometer have been
studied with the Mach-Zehnder configuration [6]. As thermal
effects are significantly smaller for a symmetric interferometer,
a Young interferometer is used in this work because it is less
influenced by thermal changes of the incoupling. As both in-
terferometers have closely spaced waveguide arms, the results
are also valid for waveguide Mach-Zehnder interferometers.
II. INTERFEROMETER DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Optical waveguides were fabricated of silicon nitride
(Si3N4) on oxidised silicon substrates. Shallow rib waveguides
were made by wet-etching a 5 nm high, 2µm wide rib into
a 150 nm thick Si3N4 core. The waveguides were covered
with a 1µm thick silica cladding and 20 mm long sensing
windows were etched down to the waveguides. The fabrication
process was as detailed in ref. [7]. In a Young interferometer,
a Y-junction splits a single-mode input waveguide in two
waveguide arms (Fig. 1). Towards the end of the chip, the
arms are expanded, giving two inclined, tapered sections,
which give interference fringes on the output facet of the
chip. The chip contains interferometers with a sensing window
on both waveguide arms and interferometers with a sensing
window on only one arm. The second arm is thus covered
with silica and acts as a reference arm. For the experiments,
the chip, and thus all sensing windows, was covered by air,
oil (refractive index liquid, Cargille Labs) or a polymer. The
polymer used was styrene-acrylonitrile (SAN, Sigma-Aldrich,
25 wt. % acrylonitrile). It was prepared by dissolving pellets
of SAN (45 mg) in 0.9 mL of 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane and
spin-coated onto the chip surface (4500 rpm for 2 minutes).
The waveguide chip was mounted on a stage equipped with
a Peltier element and a thermistor. A temperature controller
(ThorLabs Pro8000) regulated the temperature of the chip
within 1 mK. Light from an ytterbium fiber laser (IPG Photon-
ics, 1070 nm, TE-polarization) was coupled into the waveguide
2
Fig. 1: Outline of the waveguide Young interferometers with
one (A) and two (B) sensing windows, respectively. Interfer-
ence fringes are shown at the output.
by a 20x objective lens. At the output, the interference fringes
were collected by a 10x microscope objective and captured
by a camera. The positions of the peaks of the fringes were
recorded with a LabView program and analyzed to give the
phase difference between the two arms. Further details on the
design and the analysis of the fringes are given in [8].
III. THERMAL MODELS
A. Thermo-optical model for uniform heating
The thermo-optical coefficient αn for the layers (top-
cladding, core and under-cladding) gives a change with tem-
perature of the effective refractive index neff of the guided
mode. As the two arms of the interferometer have the same
length L and are fixed on a chip, thermal expansion and
differences in length between the arms can be neglected. A
mode-solver (Comsol 5.1) was used to find neff as a function
of temperature, using the refractive indices and the thermo-












neff(T +∆T )−neff(T )
∆T
, (1)
with wavelength in vacuum λ0, length of sensing window
L and ∆T the temperature-step used. As the thermo-optical
coefficients are small, neff was linear with ∆T. The difference












with subscripts S and R representing the sensing and the
reference arm, respectively. Different top-claddings on the two
arms implies αnS 6= αnR and (∂ϕ/∂T )S 6= (∂ϕ/∂T )R. Thus,
uniform heating (∆TS = ∆TR) will give a phase difference
as function of temperature. This was investigated for air, oil
and SAN using the Young interferometer with one sensing
window (see Fig. 1), with silica on the reference arm. For a
perfectly symmetric interferometer with the same materials
on both arms, thus (∂ϕ/∂T )S = (∂ϕ/∂T )R, there is no phase
difference for uniform heating.
TABLE I: Refractive indices and thermo-optical coefficients.
Material n αn(10−6/K) Ref.
Air 1.00 -0.86 [9]
SiO2 1.46 12.9 [10]
Oil 1.47 -371 Spec.
SAN 1.56 -110 [11]
Si3N4 2.0 24.5 [12]
B. Thermal model for asymmetric heating
Thermal simulations of the waveguides and the chip were
also performed using Comsol. The two-dimensional model
is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of an aluminium block at
the bottom, silicon substrate (500µm thick), silica under-
cladding (2 or 10µm thick), waveguide layer (150 nm thick)
and air on top. The rib-height of 5 nm was not resolved in
the simulation model as it is too small to affect the thermal
behavior. To study the effect of asymmetric heating, a fast
thermal shock (1 K at t = .1 s, rise-time 0.01 s) was applied for
dynamic simulations, while constant 1 K heating was applied
for stationary simulations. The heating was applied to the left
of the waveguides; on the bottom (T1) or on top of the chip
(T2 and T3). Heating-region T2 has a fixed width of 100µm
and starts from the inner edge of the left waveguide, giving
maximum asymmetry. The width of T3 is set equal to the
separation between the waveguides and starts in the centre
between the waveguides, resembling a microfluidic channel
centered on the left waveguide. For heating below (T1), the
bottom of the substrate and the top of the waveguide-layer
were set to be isolating, while for heating above (T2 and T3),
semi-infinite air and aluminium domains were included, as
shown in Fig. 2. In both cases, the model had infinite domains
on the left and the right side, as the chip is significantly wider
(25 mm) than the region simulated (500µm).
Fig. 2: Diagram of the thermal model showing the thermal
conductivity of the materials. The insert zooms in on the
waveguides and the 150 nm thick Si3N4 waveguide-layer.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Temperature steps were applied to the chip and the phase
measured as function of time at the output of the Young
interferometers. Fig. 3 shows the results for a Young inter-
ferometer with a single sensing window covered with oil. The
phase closely follows the temperature, even when there is a
temperature overshoot. For large temperature steps, see circled
areas, the phase is not perfectly linear with temperature. This
might be due to mechanical movement of the chip caused by
the large temperature steps. Similar measurements were done
with SAN and air, as shown in Table II. The results show
good agreement with the theoretical values found using Eq. (1)
and (2). For air on the sensing arm, the thermal dependency
is almost the same as that of the reference arm covered
with silica. This combination thus gives an athermal device.
The measurement for air was repeated several times, with a
variation on the order of 10−3. However, the measured value
is similar to dependencies and noise found with symmetric
interferometers (next paragraph), and thus also to the absolute
error of the method.
Fig. 3: Applied temperature and measured phase with one
sensing window covered with oil a) as function of time and b)
phase vs. applied temperature. Circles 1, 2 and 3 indicate slight
deviations from linearity between temperature and phase.
For a symmetric interferometer, with two sensing windows
covered with the same material, the phase should be indepen-
dent of (uniform) temperature changes according to Eq. (2).
This was tested by applying temperature steps in the same way
as for a single sensing window. The result is shown in Fig. 4
with both windows covered with oil. The time-dependency
(Fig. 4a) of the phase follows that of the temperature. The fitted
line (Fig. 4b) has a slope of 0.06 π/K, which is two orders of
magnitude smaller than for an interferometer with one sensing
window covered by oil (see Table 2). The slope corresponds to
a movement of the interference fringes with -3.8 pixels/K on
the camera, and similar measurements with SAN and air on
the two sensing windows gave slopes of -2.4 and -3.6 pixels/K,
respectively. Repeating the experiment with a straight waveg-
uide, i.e. no interferometer, gave a similar movement of the
output beam with temperature, with a slope of -2.2 pixels/K.
As the Young interferometer separates changes in phase from
changes in amplitude, the measured phase does not depend on
TABLE II: Phase change with temperature for various top-
claddings on a single waveguide and on an interferometer,
both 20 mm long.
Single w.g. Interferometer
Cladding Theory Cladding Theory Measured
sens. arm (π/K) ref. arm (π/K) (π/K)
SiO2 0.73 - - -
Oil -3.17 SiO2 -3.90 -3.99
SAN -1.01 SiO2 -1.74 -1.81
Air 0.70 SiO2 -0.034 -0.043
the input coupling or vertical movement of the chip. However,
a sideways movement of the chip with temperature, will move
the fringes horizontally in the same way as a change in
phase. As the movement with temperature was approximately
equal for the three interferometer measurements and for the
straight waveguide, at 4 pixels/K or less, we conclude that this
temperature dependency is due to mechanical movement of
our set-up with temperature. Experimentally, a temperature
dependency of the phase was thus not found, as expected for
uniform temperature across the bottom of the chip.
Fig. 4: Applied temperature and measured phase with both
sensing windows covered with oil a) as function of time and
b) phase vs. applied temperature.
Fig. 5: Simulated transient temperature difference between the
two waveguides when a 1 K step T1 is applied on the lower
left side of the substrate.
To study asymmetric heating of a symmetric interferometer,
the thermal distribution was simulated with a 1 K temperature-
step applied below the left part of the substrate (T1 in Fig. 2).
The resulting temperature difference between the left and the
right waveguide is shown in Fig. 5. The transient difference
in temperature reaches approximately 14 mK and decays to
1 mK after 1 sec. The peak value depends on the rise-time
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Fig. 6: Simulated, stationary temperature difference between
the two waveguides with 1 K asymmetric heating of the
surface. Heating regions T2 and T3 are defined in Fig. 2.
of the applied temperature-step (here: 0.01 s), while the fast
decay is caused by the good thermal conductivity of the
silicon substrate. For a more realistic temperature difference,
with rise-time of several seconds and less asymmetric, the
temperature difference will be well below 1 mK.
For a 1 K temperature step applied above the left waveguide
(T2), a time-dependent simulation showed that the temperature
difference was within 10% of the stationary value within 1 sec.
For heating of the top surface, stationary simulations were thus
done, as shown in Fig. 6. The result depends on the separation
between the two waveguides and the thickness of the silica
layer. In addition, it depends on the width and position of the
heated region (T2 or T3). The effect of asymmetric heating
of the top surface is generally large, typically giving 0.5-
0.9 K temperature difference for 1 K asymmetric heating. This
is due to the thermally isolating silica layer and the thin
Si3N4-layer, resulting in poor lateral heat conduction. The
temperature difference decreases for separations of less than
10µm. However, as the waveguides are 2µm wide, there
will be optical coupling between the waveguides before this
difference is reduced significantly, e.g. by a factor 10. If the
heating is caused by a microfluidic channel centered on one
of the waveguides, case T3 shows that it is an advantage to
use a rather large separation and large microfluidic channel.
Comparing heating above the chip (cases T2 and T3) with
heating below the chip (case T1), it is apparent that the device
is almost insensitive to temperature instabilities below the
chip, while it is sensitive to any asymmetric heating above
the chip. Table II gives the temperature sensitivity for a single
20 mm long waveguide to be approximately (±)1π/K with
air, silica or SAN as top-cladding. Therefore, the temperature
difference between two arms with identical cladding must be
less than 5 mK to bring the temperature-induced fluctuations
down to 0.005π , which was the noise level for constant chip-
temperature in this work.
V. CONCLUSION
The phase change as function of temperature was measured
with a Young interferometer with a single sensing window and
silica on the reference arm. The values were large and close
to the simulated values for oil and SAN. For air and silica
on the two arms, the temperature dependency is small and the
measured value is close to the detection limit. A polymer, e.g.
SAN, with a large thermo-optical coefficient on the sensing
arm, can thus be used for on-chip temperature sensing, while
if using this combination for biological or chemical sensing,
the temperature of the device has to be very well stabilized.
Air on the sensing arm gives athermal behaviour, but the large
step in refractive index gives low homogeneous sensitivity to
biological or chemical changes.
The symmetric device (with two sensing windows) is insen-
sitive to hotspots or temperature steps applied to the bottom
of the substrate, while it is very sensitive to asymmetric
heating of the top surface. These two effects are expected
because of, respectively, the excellent thermal conductivity
of the substrate and the thermally isolating silica cladding.
The effect of asymmetric heating of the top surface cannot be
reduced significantly by reducing the separation between the
waveguides. Thus, the temperature on the surface must be kept
uniform to within a few mK, e.g. with microfluidic channels
heating both sensing arms, and with almost identical materials
on the two arms.
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